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One of the less famous churches in the old city center of Jerusalem is this humble 

“Church of Mark” of the old Syrian Orthodox congregation. The ministers have a traditional fear 

that one day they will no longer be tolerated by the Jews and they are only seen on Sundays, but 

the building is open for visitors during the workdays of the week. If you meet any of the 

ministers, you will notice that they have 12 tiny crosses on their headgear, reminding them of the 

twelve apostles. 

Visitors are told that at the place of this church once stood the house to which the apostle 

Peter fled after an angel had liberated him from the prison of king Herod (see Acts 12:1-16). The 

house was destroyed when Jerusalem was taken by the Roman army (in the year 70 after Christ), 

but local historians presume that the entrance doors survived and are now part of this Church. 

True, during restorations in 1940 an important sixth century Aramaic inscription was uncovered 

on the site which says “This is the house of the mother of John called Mark…It was rebuilt by 

Titus the king in the year 73.” 

We have to keep in mind that all the buildings which you see now in old Jerusalem have 

been built on at least three meters of ruins; that is how often the city has been destroyed. 

The Church of Mark is a so-called Crusader structure built over Byzantine ruins. The 

Syrian Orthodox community, to which the ancient church belongs, is one of the very earliest 

Christian churches. Although they have never known Protestantism, they are independent and 

strict; they have nothing to do with the Roman Catholics. They only look a bit like monks in 

their appearance and behavior, but they prefer the Confession of Cyrillus Lukaris. They presume 

that the house that stood here in the past was the upper room where Jesus had the Last Supper 

with His disciples (Luke 22:12-13). Visitors of the church are often amazed by how dark it is 

inside; a very dim eastern atmosphere, because only one window over the entrance lets in a bit of 

light. That is because the place is closed off from a monastery next door. The tiny community 

does not want to change anything of what was made in the year 73. The Church of Mark does not 

want much attention from outside either. 
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